
The Exercise for Developing ClairvoyanceThe Exercise for Developing Clairvoyance

The exercise is this:The exercise is this: visualize yourself holding seven balloons, of the visualize yourself holding seven balloons, of the colours red, orange, yellow,colours red, orange, yellow,

green, blue, violet and indigo. Let the balloons go one by one, beginning with the red balloon. Watchgreen, blue, violet and indigo. Let the balloons go one by one, beginning with the red balloon. Watch

them float up to the blue sky until they disappear before you release the next one.them float up to the blue sky until they disappear before you release the next one.

If you’re not used to visualizing, then this exercise could be quite difficult for you at first. You mayIf you’re not used to visualizing, then this exercise could be quite difficult for you at first. You may

find it hard to concentrate or it find it hard to concentrate or it may be difficult for you may be difficult for you to visualize vividly or in colour. It all dependsto visualize vividly or in colour. It all depends

on how developed your imagination muscles are.on how developed your imagination muscles are.

Any activity which uses your visual Any activity which uses your visual imagination is good for strengthening clairvoyant abilities, becauseimagination is good for strengthening clairvoyant abilities, because

your imagination is the tool that your imagination is the tool that Spirit uses to send you information, Spirit uses to send you information, in the form of images. The in the form of images. The moremore

well-oiled your imagination cogs are, the easier it well-oiled your imagination cogs are, the easier it is for spirit to send you is for spirit to send you clear images. How can youclear images. How can you

tell the difference between what’s from your imagination and what’s from Spirit? When you receive antell the difference between what’s from your imagination and what’s from Spirit? When you receive an

image from Spirit, you are not in image from Spirit, you are not in control. You are not creating the image. It control. You are not creating the image. It just appears in your mind’sjust appears in your mind’s

eye without any active participation from you.eye without any active participation from you.

Another way to open up your Another way to open up your clairvoyance: Imagine a third eye, between clairvoyance: Imagine a third eye, between your eyebrows. Visualize theyour eyebrows. Visualize the

eyelid on your third eye opening up. All visualization does is set an intention to do something. If youeyelid on your third eye opening up. All visualization does is set an intention to do something. If you

visualize this regularly, you’re putting energy behind your intention to open up your third eye, thevisualize this regularly, you’re putting energy behind your intention to open up your third eye, the

centre of your clairvoyant abilities.centre of your clairvoyant abilities.

Blocks to ClairvoyanceBlocks to Clairvoyance

A few people who are natural clairvoyants never see any evidence of their gift. When this happens, itA few people who are natural clairvoyants never see any evidence of their gift. When this happens, it

usually means there is a blockage or an energy leak at the third eye chakra. At the bottom of this thereusually means there is a blockage or an energy leak at the third eye chakra. At the bottom of this there

tends to be some trauma caused by having ‘seen’ something unexpected or unpleasant.tends to be some trauma caused by having ‘seen’ something unexpected or unpleasant.

There are two reasons why I personally do There are two reasons why I personally do not put much effort into not put much effort into developing my clairvoyant abilitiesdeveloping my clairvoyant abilities

further: one is that I don’t need it too much for my work and the second is that I don’t really want tofurther: one is that I don’t need it too much for my work and the second is that I don’t really want to

see, because I had a scary experience in the past. When I was about seven, I was playing in my bed latesee, because I had a scary experience in the past. When I was about seven, I was playing in my bed late

at night, looked up and saw a woman standing in the corner of my room, by the door, staring at me.at night, looked up and saw a woman standing in the corner of my room, by the door, staring at me.

Just writing about it gives me the creeps. I have never been more frightened in my life than at thatJust writing about it gives me the creeps. I have never been more frightened in my life than at that

moment. All I can remember is pulling moment. All I can remember is pulling the covers over my head and the covers over my head and hoping she’d go away. I rememberhoping she’d go away. I remember

my heart beating so fast that I thought it would burst! I think I decided at that point that seeing spiritsmy heart beating so fast that I thought it would burst! I think I decided at that point that seeing spirits

sucked. Which is probably why I don’t sucked. Which is probably why I don’t like seeing spirits now. I have like seeing spirits now. I have done some clearing work arounddone some clearing work around

that experience, but I remain that experience, but I remain reluctant to explore my clairvoyance further.reluctant to explore my clairvoyance further.

Lots of people have a blockage like Lots of people have a blockage like this, due to some sort of this, due to some sort of frightening psychic experience. If thisfrightening psychic experience. If this

applies to you and you can applies to you and you can locate or remember what is blocking your third elocate or remember what is blocking your third eye, use my angelic healingye, use my angelic healing

exercise (method # 3) in the exercise (method # 3) in the articlearticle Four ways to heal yourself Four ways to heal yourself – it really works.– it really works.

Any general blocks to truth can also affect Any general blocks to truth can also affect your ‘clear-seeing’ (and the overall state of your your ‘clear-seeing’ (and the overall state of your intuitiveintuitive

faculties). For example, if you live faculties). For example, if you live your life in a state of your life in a state of denial or falsehood, your clairvoyance will bedenial or falsehood, your clairvoyance will be

weakened. If you want to have strong intuition, get into the habit of facing up to the truth in your life,weakened. If you want to have strong intuition, get into the habit of facing up to the truth in your life,
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if you’re not already. If you if you’re not already. If you kid yourself about something on a kid yourself about something on a regular basis, it weakens your trust inregular basis, it weakens your trust in

your own perceptions and intuition and your own perceptions and intuition and this will affect your clairvoyant abilities.this will affect your clairvoyant abilities.

Further Tips:Further Tips:

Place a lapis lazuli or clear quartz crystal over your third Place a lapis lazuli or clear quartz crystal over your third eye chakra. Or go into a crystal shop with eye chakra. Or go into a crystal shop with thethe

intention of finding the right crystal to help you to open up your third eye. You may feel really drawnintention of finding the right crystal to help you to open up your third eye. You may feel really drawn

to one crystal in particular which can help you.to one crystal in particular which can help you.

When you’re working with your clairvoyance at first, When you’re working with your clairvoyance at first, it helps to close your eyes it helps to close your eyes and use your mind’sand use your mind’s

eye rather than expecting to see things straight away with your physical eyes.eye rather than expecting to see things straight away with your physical eyes.

Use the affirmation ‘I am profoundly Use the affirmation ‘I am profoundly clairvoyant. It is safe for me to see’clairvoyant. It is safe for me to see’

Release and heal whatever fears/trauma you have around seeing spirits.Release and heal whatever fears/trauma you have around seeing spirits.

Further Reading:Further Reading:

If you liked this article, you may like to read my info-packed e-book on developing psychicIf you liked this article, you may like to read my info-packed e-book on developing psychic

abilities:abilities:

How to Develop Psychic Abilities – Anna’s How to Develop Psychic Abilities – Anna’s free e-book that you can download instantly.free e-book that you can download instantly.

Do you think you hDo you think you have this gift? What are your ave this gift? What are your experiences with developing clairvoyance – please shareexperiences with developing clairvoyance – please share

by leaving a comment!by leaving a comment!

••

•• Email to a friendEmail to a friend

••

•• ShareShare

Related posts:Related posts:

•• How to Develop ClaircognizanceHow to Develop Claircognizance

•• How to Develop ClairsentienceHow to Develop Clairsentience

•• Three Myths About Psychic AbilityThree Myths About Psychic Ability
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•• Learn to communicate with your spirit guidesLearn to communicate with your spirit guides

•• Know your life purpose & soul giftsKnow your life purpose & soul gifts

•• Learn to read auras & know who other people really areLearn to read auras & know who other people really are

Translated version of The Exercise for DevelopingTranslated version of The Exercise for Developing
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